Exploring the vast number of possible feature interactions in domains such as gene expression microarray data is an onerous task. We describe Backward-Chaining Rule Induction (BCRI) as a semi-supervised mechanism for biasing the search for IF-THEN rules that express plausible feature interactions. BCRI adds to a relatively limited tool-chest of hypothesis generation software and is an alternative to purely unsupervised association-rule learning. We illustrate BCRI by using it to search for gene-to-gene causal mechanisms that underlie lung cancer. Mapping hypothesized gene interactions against prior knowledge offers support and explanations for hypothesized interactions, and suggests gaps in current knowledge that induction might help fill.
BCRI as a hypothesis generator, particularly (but not solely) with respect to our biomedical application. This section also motivates the use of a more search-intensive rule discovery strategy.
Section 4 introduces Brute-BCRI, which uses Brute [30] as the base ruleinduction engine around which we wrap rule exploration. Brute discovers many more rules than C4.5 and the desire to constrain the search for hypotheses motivates an interactive induction approach in which guidance from the data analyst, prior knowledge, and data visualization are interleaved with the rule discovery process. Section 5 analyzes selected results from interactive Brute-BCRI. Section 6 closes with directions for further research.
Backward-Chaining Rule Induction
Consider a scenario in which an interested student is asked to find evidence from the literature that smoking causes cancer. The student finds such evidence in the form of published studies that empirically link smoking history and several forms of cancer. These studies collectively reference empirical evidence that peer-pressure promotes teenage smoking and increased stress is associated with smoking at all ages. Our interested student then researches the psychological dynamics of teenage peer pressure, finding and then "backward" researching associations between body selfimage and success at resisting peer pressure. Having explored various intellectual paths rooted by teenage peer pressure, our student might return to a semi-focused literature review of stress, uncovering associations with high blood pressure, heart disease, and diminished mental agility.
BCRI is a formalized version of this intuitive, oft-performed process of finding evidence in support of initial goals, then exploring backward and outward. Specifically, the initial step of BCRI builds decision rules for predicting a user-specified class or outcome. The antecedents of rules discovered in this first step then become outcomes for which decision rule models are constructed in the second step. Antecedents of rules found in this second step, then become outcomes for decision rule learning in the third step, and so on. This section summarizes our prior work with BCRI, including (1) a formalization of the BCRI task abstraction, (2) the implementation of an initial prototype of BCRI, which we call C45-BCRI, (3) an illustration of BCRI in the domain of cancer prognosis, and (4) a demonstration of how BCRI generated hypotheses (e.g., gene interactions) suggested filling gaps in prior knowledge [10] [7] .
Applying BCRI to Gene Expression Data
We previously applied BCRI to published gene-expression and clinical data from lung cancer patients [2] . The data contains 61 instances defined over 4,996 gene attributes and eleven clinical attributes (5007 total). Classification as High versus Low risk is the as a top-level task that "kick-starts" BCRI in our application. For our analysis, patients who died at 30.1 months or less following diagnosis are high risk, and others are low risk. Details of our selection of 30.1 months as discriminating high and low risk can be found in [7] .
In this application, BCRI initially applies a rule induction algorithm to discover the conditions that predict a clinical outcome --long versus short survival periods for lung cancer patients. This produces a set of human readable rules of the form "IF <conditions> THEN <outcome>". This type of rule is of particular interest because it can be translated into hypothetical mechanisms for subsequent validation. For example, the rule IF < (A-kinase anchoring protein expression is greater than 496) AND (urea transporter expression is less than or equal to 397) > THEN < Annexin V, a phospholipase inhibitor, expression levels are greater than 750 > can be translated into a hypothesis stated as up-regulation of A-kinase in combination with down-regulation of the urea transporter causes the phospholipase inhibitor Annexin V to be down regulated. The rule above is one example of a rule learned by our initial implementation of BCRI. We describe this implementation next, followed by a fuller account of the results obtained with it.
C45-BCRI: An implementation of BCRI
We distinguish the general BCRI strategy from the possible implementations of this strategy. Our initial approach, reported in [10] , implements BCRI as a "wrapper" around a rule-induction engine This design, while not the most efficient from a computational point of view, makes sense in early system development because it allows us to plug in and experiment with different rule-induction algorithms.
In a wrapper-based implementation, BCRI is passed the labeled gene expression data, a set of the target classes used to label the data, and three functions: RuleInducer, PriorityFn, and TerminateFn. We have included pseudocode (pseudo-C code with local variable declarations excluded) in Table1.
Data is a data set such as the Beer et al data set. Classes is a set of class labels that are included in and used to classify Data. RuleInducer is a function of two parameters (i.e., a supervised rule induction system) that learns if-then rules to predict a TargetCond from a DataSet. PriorityFn is a function that takes an if-then rule a returns a floating point priority value associated with the rule. This priority value is used to order the rule on a priority queue, and this priority queue is used to guide the exploration of rules to which backward chaining is applied. TerminateFn is a function that decides whether a given rule should be backward chained.
RuleInducer can, in principle, be any supervised rule discovery system that, given a class, will return rules that predict that class. Our current implementation adapts C4.5 (release 8, using default settings), developed by Quinlan [27] for RuleInducer. We point out some of the implications of this choice and other possible options for rule induction engines in Section 3. We wrote a small portion of code to parse the C4.5 output and convert the decision trees into if-then rules with associated coverage (i.e., the number of instances in the data that satisfy the rule's antecedent) of the rule for subsequent analysis by PriorityFn. We use the abbreviation 'cov' to designate coverage in our presentation of the results.
PriorityFn is applied to a rule and returns a score. This score is used to store the rule on a priority queue of other scored rules. In the initial implementation, henceforth C45-BCRI, the coverage (COV) of the rule is used to organize the priority queue. Other possibilities include the rule's accuracy or the like. Our choice of coverage, versus accuracy or a like measure, is motivated by the observation that rule-learning systems will tend to produce accurate rules (relative to a data specific upper bound), but that these rules will vary significantly in coverage. We prefer to favor rules that cover a large proportion of data.
At each iteration of RuleInducer, new TargetConditions are defined based upon the rules. Consider the antecedent conditions for the rule given earlie:
IF < (A-kinase anchoring protein expression is greater than 496) AND (urea transporter expression is less than or equal to 397)> There would be a TargetCondition representing that A-kinase anchoring protein expression value was greater than 496, and a separate TargetCondition representing that the urea transporter expression was less than or equal to 397. Each of these two TargetConditions would be separately submitted to RuleInducer to generate decision rules to predict them, and each of these resulting decision rule would be scored and placed on the priority queue. We continue the iteration until TerminateFn, which indicates whether a rule should be further expanded (i.e., continued backward chaining on its antecedents), returns a value of false. In C45-BCRI we use a depth bound of three to terminate BCRI (with the first rule to predict high and low risk for survival classes as the zero-th level class). Having the highest priority (coverage), this same rule is immediately dequeued. Each individual antecedent serves in turn as a class and rules. A simple depth bound of three is used to terminate backward chaining, and these labeled rules are terminal. Table 3 shows the 19 rules learned from the lung cancer data by backward chaining to depth of three, beginning with an initial queue of
Gene definitions are given in [7] . Coverage (cov) has already been defined; "acc" denotes accuracy, the percent of correct predictions (consequent) across the data matching the rule's antecedents. As Figure 1 illustrates, the network of rules learned by BCRI (in general) is an AND/OR graph, much like the rule bases of expert systems such as Mycin [31] . We do not discuss the inference possibilities of such networks in this paper. Rather, our goal is a limited, focused exploration of the associations between variables, which is directly (initially) or indirectly (as backward chaining proceeds) tied to top-level class(es). Once we have generated a set of rules, we take each rule's conjunctive antecedent as a potential interaction between genes. We also examine the relationship between the gene(s) specified in the antecedent condition and the consequent, comparing the interactions against prior knowledge. Known interactions identified from PubMed and GeneCards [28] along with chromosomal location from LocusLink [25] [26] [31] as established domain knowledge with which to compare the interactions hypothesized from BCRI. The OR conditions, which we will focus on in Section 3, would be considered to be independent pathways that results in the same consequent. Our hypothesis is that BCRI will generate a set of rules that are densely populated by "interesting" rules when initiated by top-level classes of interest. We expect BCRI to generate interactions that are already well-known, interactions that are partially supported, and novel interactions that can be used to generate hypotheses about networks relevant to lung cancer.
In our earlier work [10] [7] 17 rules were generated (excluding the selection of Stage in the two top-most level rules) with 19 molecular species. Of the 19 molecular species selected in the rules, 12 have been associated with neoplasia in general and five specifically with lung. Using MetaCore™ [22] , a pathway database tool, we find that ten of the species are connected by known pathways within a distance of 3 nodes. Of the 17 rules with gene interactions discovered in the C45-BCRI session, 12 are evaluated as plausible in terms of our knowledge base today. Of these, five of the interactions have been specified previously in the literature, although not necessarily related to lung cancer, and seven are new associations. Edgerton et al [7] gives a detailed analysis along these lines, giving both a quantitative summary and breakdown of newly hypothesized and previously known associations, as well as detailed biological explanations of why these associations are plausible and merit further investigation.
As part of our summary of prior work, we give an example of combining induced knowledge in the form of a C45-BCRI rule and existing knowledge to facilitate inference about a pathway. Fisher et al [10] and Edgerton, et al [7] give other examples where C45-BCRI rules and prior knowledge using Pathway Assist™ [21] which is a deepest rule of the low risk subtree in Figure 1 , and where FXN is the Pathway Assist™ synonym for FRDA, the label used for the same gene in Figure 1 . Pathway Assist™ shows that FXN has an "unknown" effect on the molecular synthesis of heme, the interaction represented as a solid line with a square in Figure 2 , and that heme, a small molecule depicted by the small, central oval, inhibits the gene expression of EIFS2. Relational details are listed in Table 2 .
From our C45-BCRI rule, if we accept that elevated gene expression of FXN leads to elevated levels of its protein product frataxin, then we can infer that frataxin blocks the molecular synthesis of heme which results in elevated expression of EIFS2. Thus, the inductively derived rule, which might be tentatively abstracted as (FXN EIF2S1, effect positive), together with (heme--|EIF2S1, effect negative) from prior knowledge, suggests that (FXN heme, effect negative, in place of unknown).
This example illustrates where induction can suggest fillers for gaps in background knowledge, and generally illustrates a gooddomain-independent hypothesis generation strategy. In this example, constraints from background knowledge and a C45-BCRI rule were sufficient to suggest, through qualitative reasoning, the value of an unknown effect. Of course, this reasoning only suggests hypotheses, and other examples are found in our data [10] [7] . We have used BCRI as a means of biasing the search for gene interactions, and feature interactions generally. In particular, the contributions of prior work are (1) the definition of the BCRI task abstraction, (2) the implementation of an initial prototype of BCRI, which we call C45-BCRI, (3) an illustration of BCRI in the domain of cancer prognosis, and (4) an illustration of how (C45-)BCRI generated rules (e.g., gene interactions), coupled with prior knowledge, suggest hypotheses about the ways that genes interact that is not yet established in the literature. Importantly, these hypotheses are interesting to a medical audience [7] .
The next section discusses the limitations of our C4.5-based implementation of BCRI, and motivates an alternative choice for the base rule-induction engine that more extensively searches the space of rules, and generally returns many more rules. This latter characteristic further motivates and necessitates work into using background knowledge and other heuristic strategies to filter/rank hypothesized interactions for expert commentary.
Dimensions for describing BCRI implementations
This section highlights several important characteristics of C45-BCRI as a tool for hypothesis generation. More generally, we discuss dimensions along which BCRI implementations can vary, pinpoint C45-BCRI in this space, and motivate a second implementation that we call Brute-BCRI.
3.1 Wrapper-based, performance-optimized, and Interactive implementations C45-BCRI wraps rule exploration around a base rule-induction learner. The advantage of this approach is that the loose coupling between components in a wrapper model facilitates experimentation with different implementations of sub-functionalities, notably with the function parameters to Wrapper-BCRI of Table 1 : RuleInducer, PriorityFn, and TerminationFn. The disadvantage of a wrapper-based approach is that the loose coupling can also compromise runtime performance. We are still at a stage of research where performance-optimized implementations do not make sense. In fact, shortly we will motivate even further loosening of coupling between sub-functionalities, moving to an interactive approach that folds the human analyst into the exploratory loop.
3.2 Search Control: Greedy to search-intensive rule learners C4.5 is a greedy rule learner. The decision tree from which rules are extracted (as paths in the tree) is built through top-down induction using one-step look-ahead in selecting each divisive attribute. This general strategy for decision tree induction is so pervasive an approach [27] that we have not even bothered summarizing it. There are also other forms of greedy rule learning, notably the strategy of separate-and-conquer that is followed by systems such as CN2 (….).
There are also more search intensive approaches to decision tree induction [20] and rule learning generally. Our particular interest is with Brute [30] , which generates rules that predict a given TargetCondition. Brute is a data-driven method like C4.5 -candidate rules are "generated" directly from the data. In contrast, a modeldriven approach generates candidate rules independent of the data, but evaluates the candidates against the data. The data-driven versus model-driven distinction [6] becomes particularly relevant later when we discuss the possibility of rule generation from prior knowledge and subsequent evaluation against data.
In principle, a Brute-like system could be configured to generate and evaluate every decision rule that follows from the data, but parameter settings and hard-coded heuristics typically result in a much less than exhaustive search.
Discriminant versus characteristic rule learners
There are discriminant and characteristic rule learners [6] . A discriminant learner, or minimal description learner, results in a minimal set of rules necessary to discriminate the TargetCondition (or target class) from a given contrast class. Examples of the contrast class, which in practice might be the union of several contrast classes, are also provided as data. Thus the actual contrast-class data may occupy a small region of the space implied by ¬TargetCondition. C4.5 is a discriminant learner. The implications of this property in C45-BCRI are that relatively few OR nodes are present in a final network. C4.5 uncovers relatively few alternative ways to infer a given TargetCondition, because relatively few ways are necessary to discriminate data labeled TargetCondition from data labeled ¬TargetCondition.
Brute, in contrast, is a characteristic learner. The goal of a characteristic or maximal-description learner is to find all rules that are common (fully characterize) data labeled by TargetCondition. As such, a characteristic base learner would result in an implementation of Wrapper-BCRI ( Table 1) that introduces more OR nodes in the final rule network.
By (near) necessity, a characteristic learner tends to be search intensive -to find all or many commonalities in TargetCondition data requires looking at more patterns than might be required by a discriminant learner. We have noted that discriminant learners can be search intensive if focused on finding the best discriminating rules, but greedy solution strategies often lead to acceptable results in the case of discriminant learning. Of course, a discriminant learner such as C4.5 can be wrapped in a bootstrapping (or similarly intended) loop to build many decision trees (and rules), thus yielding a characteristic learner. Bagging of decision trees [4] does precisely this.
In Section 3.4 we motivate the importance of a characteristic rule learner for our application, and later we describe a specific implementation that uses Brute as the base learner.
Application-specific motivation for a characteristic learner
Researchers are predisposed to search for simple solutions (i.e., a single molecular profile representing a pathway to cancer) to predict outcomes for cancer patients. Selection rules are designed to achieve single solutions, such as defining cancer subtypes based on the anatomic site (e.g. lung, breast) and the cell type of origin (e.g. carcinoma arising from an epithelial cells, sarcoma arising from the stromal cells).
Patients can be furthered divided into subtype of carcinoma. e.g. adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma, depending upon the function based specialization of the cell of origin, and into well, moderately, or poorly differentiated cancer depending upon how close the morphology resembles normal tissue. The time course of the tumor is supposedly accounted for in staging models, which are based on size and extent of spread, to predict an outcome for a patient with a subtype of cancer from a specific location. Even when these selection rules are applied to subclassify patients prior to exploring their gene expression profiles, however, we are often unable to accurately predict an outcome.
In fact, the most common tumors, the epithelial tumors, have proven very difficult to profile. Studies of gene expression have focused on attempting to assign a uniform molecular profile to a clinical phenotype-e.g. a cancer patient with a short versus a long survival time. However, this may not be a feasible approach to the study of epithelial tumors. There are likely many alternative pathways that can be hypothesized as mechanisms to describe different subsets of the patient population that have the same clinical phenotype. Thus, the implementation of an algorithm that generates "OR" nodes is a more appropriate way to study epithelial tumors in general and lung adenocarcinoma in particular. Our extension of BCRI using Brute is not only justified but necessary so that we can appropriately model lung adenocarcinoma.
In general, a characteristic base learner is desirable in any domain that exhibits causal heterogeneity (aka overdetermination). Heterogeneity also appears important in studies of the inheritability of certain diseases, for example -in such cases, there is not one gene that dictates the passing on of a disease, but many factors contribute.
OR-overlap ranging from exclusive OR to full overlap
Different rules with the same consequent condition represent OR nodes in a rule network resulting from BCRI. In some cases these may represent exclusive OR nodes representing mutually exclusive conditions. In other cases alternative rules may represent an inclusive OR, with varying degrees of overlap in the data that matches each rule's antecedent. Given that the antecedents of each rule represent distinct populations of data, a question that motivates subsequent analysis is the extent to which these populations overlap.
If the antecedents of two rules are logically inconsistent, then the overlap is empty of necessity. If the antecedents are not a contradiction, then we can look at the extent of overlap in the training data. If there is little or no overlap then this "empirical inconsistency" suggests that there may be biological causes that are worth investigating -we are dealing with what appear to be two alternative, and in this case mutuallyexclusive, pathways to the same outcome. This can also motivate further data collection to validate the observation. In contrast, if the antecedents of two rules cover the same subclass of data then their conjunction may represent a single pathway.
In general, when analyzing OR nodes we are interested in the extent of logical (in)consistency and data or empirical (in)consistency. In particular, the extent of data overlap, with empty overlap representing mutual exclusion (for biological reasons?), full overlap representing a single pathway, and overlap between these extremes suggesting distinct pathways/factors that mutually contribute to a TargetCondition.
Brute-BCRI
This section describes Brute-BCRI, a second realization of BCRI that uses Brute as the base rule induction system. We open with a description of the Brute system, which is less well known than C4.5. We then motivate the need for an interactive induction approach that interleaves input from a human analyst on decisions to backward chain, where human guidance is informed by prior knowledge and results of other forms of data analysis.
Brute
Given data and a TargetCondition, Brute conducts an extensive search for rules that predict TargetCondition with greater than a specified accuracy, and with a conjunctive antecedent that has greater than specified coverage. The search is limited by other parameters as well, such as setting the maximum number of conjuncts per antecedent. Brute will return all such rules that it finds under the constraints imposed by the parameters. Brute's search is systematic and non-redundant. Brute's search strategy is very similar to the search for association rules with the consequent fixed as TargetCondition.
Brute-BCRI as Interactive Induction
A lesson from machine learning of macro-operators is that if a system adds to the set of operators that can be applied during search, there must be corresponding improvement to the search control knowledge that selects from among the operators [32] . Without this latter property, problem solving behavior does not improve, but rather degrades.
The analogy with search control and macro-operator learning is apt in our case, because an analyst would be overwhelmed by the number of rules returned in a Brute search. For example, backward chaining on a condition in our domain using C45-BCRI might result in a couple of rules, but when using Brute-BCRI would lead to tens or hundreds of rules when coverage and accuracy thresholds were both set high (e.g., coverage greater than 70%). In the case of some conditions, C45-BCRI returned rules at about 10% coverage (see Figure 1) . With a coverage threshold set to 10%, Brute-BCRI might uncover thousands of rules.
Our second realization of BCRI uses Brute as the base rule induction algorithm. Brute-BCRI, as we call it, is a collection of automated components, but the interaction of these components is not automated or otherwise spanned by a single software shell. The application of Brute-BCRI is highly interactive.
Interactive induction methods [3] interleave a human analyst and induction software in a collective induction process [8] [9] [1] [5] . The intent of interactive induction is that human background knowledge compensates for too-little data -a human can bias the search in reasonable directions when data is insufficient to enable the induction software to make reliable search decisions autonomously.
In addition to prior knowledge, other data analytic tools such as clustering and data visualization can inform an expert's decisions on backward chaining in Brute-BCRI.
Rule Evaluation and Selection in Brute-BCRI
In C45-BCRI (Table 1) rules are evaluated and queued based on coverage. The general strategy of queuing rules based on an intra-rule measure like coverage (or accuracy) are not adequate to manage larger numbers of rules. Rather, there are several factors that control decisions to backward chain and decisions to pause and reflect on a hypothesized interaction. 1) intra-rule measures such as coverage and accuracy continue to play a role. A user can view Brute output by experimenting with various settings of accuracy and coverage
• pseudo-randomly, • in response to prior knowledge (e.g., guided by settings of a rule discovered by C45-BCRI), or • systematically, as in iterative deepening search, by gradually decreasing the coverage limit for example, in search of a manageable and non-trivial number of highly accurate rules 2) inter-rule measures such as the number of rules in which a gene condition participates as an antecedent. The more rules that a gene participates in, the greater its apparent association to other genes. More generally, inter-rule overlap in antecedent conditions can inform decisions to backward chain.
3) inter-rule population overlap -in Section 3.4 we noted that looking at the overlap in data covered by rule antecedents can inform decisions to backward chain. For example, if two populations overlap little, but the antecedent conditions of the respective rules overlap significantly, then reflecting on the biological significance of the antecedent differences might be desirable. 4) prior knowledge of feature interactions and links to outcome -in our applications, conditions that involve genes with previously established links to cancer can be desirable subgoals for backward chaining. Rules involving such genes in antecedents or as outcome can implicate other genes that might be in a pathway for cancer.
Results with Brute-BCRI
Again, Brute can produce tens, hundreds, or thousands of rules for a given TargetCondition depending on search control settings. In this walkthrough of Brute-BCRI it was important to limit the search. We decided to focus on rules to predict highrisk only. There are hundreds of rules at 70% coverage with an accuracy greater than 80%. To reduce these to a manageable number, we limited our attention to rules with 100% accuracy at a minimum of 70% coverage. There are 17 rules satisfying this condition. Figure 3 shows the shared structure on the antecedents of the 17 level-1 rules. To limit search, we first select for those attributes that are present as antecedent conditions in more than two rules, i.e. high inter-rule coverage. Two gene expression attributes, SORT1 and TMSB4X, fulfill this criterion. Our method is to look for pathways associated with TMSB4X and the attributes that associate with it in rules. This step is repeated for SORT1. In addition to the SORT1 and TMSB4X being most prevalent in Brute's top rules for predicting high risk, there was prior knowledge that suggested the selection of at least TSMB4X for further investigation. Though it is not shown in Figure 1 , the condition TMSBX4 < 10145.5 had been found in 3 rules predicting high risk by C45-BCRI.
Focusing on genes at Level 1
Finally, the data visualization of Figure 4 also suggests an interesting reason to investigate TMSBX4 and SORT1 -this clustering by coverage, shows that the coverage of the intra-SORT1-rule similarity is high (i.e., rules placed adjacent in the right margin), that the intra-TMSBX4-rule similarity is high, and that similarity between these two sets is relatively low (i.e., the SORT1 rules are towards the top and the TMSB4X rules are a the bottom) -the dashed white rectangles highlight the differences in coverage. We found the association of FLJ21841 both with TMSB4X and with DNM2 interesting (see Figure 3) , and included this with our TMSB4X pathways. Examination of Figure 4 shows that patient coverage for these DNM2 rules does not consistently overlap with the patient coverage for the TMSB4X rules, and we will discuss this later in the context of our level 2 analysis.
Collections of gene attributes that were included in rules of interest were compared against known gene and gene product interactions. We used the Metacore™ database of signaling and metabolic pathways [22] , also reference above in the review of our C45BCRI implementation. The following results describe the results of these comparisons.
Level 1 analysis for TSMB4X
As described above, there are 7 genes initially associated with TSMB4X. The set of gene attributes includes UCN, PRKACB, FLJ21841, RUNX1, STK9, DNM2 , and one labeled as NULL. The Null gene is excluded because of insufficient sequence information to identify it. Other genes, such as STK9, are excluded by Metacore ™ because of insufficient information about its interactions. TMSB4X and UCN are not shown because they do not have sufficiently close interactions with the pathways connecting the remaining four genes: PRKACB (shown as PKA-cat), FLJ2141 (shown as Nestin), RUNX1, and DNM2 (shown as Dynamin 2). We note with interest that TMSB4X does not connect with any of these gene expression attributes within our maximum distance of 3 used to draw the pathways. This contrasts with the results generated from our C45-BCRI implementation. ( Unpublished C45 BCRI results for TMSB4X identified genes that were more closely associated with TMSB4x, such as alpha-1-antitrypsin. ) We can hypothesize that TMSB4X is acting under an independent stimulus, and that these other pathways are ones that, when associated with TMSB4X, generate a more aggressive phenotype of lung adenocarcinoma.
Indeed, in this network, we see that two of the antecedents associated with TMSB4X are themselves central points in signaling networks that can lead to cancer. These are RUNX1 and PRKACB (or PKA-cat). We note that DNM-2 is also connected to p53, a pro-apoptotic gene that is often mutated in lung adenocarcinoma. The repeated implication of p53 using both C4.5 and Brute is important as a validator of the ability of BCRI with either of these rule induction engines to generate plausible hypotheses. Even more interesting though is the discovery here that c-SRC, a well known oncogene that is associated with aggressive disease phenotypes in ovarian and other epithelial tumors, may be associated with lung cancer. c-SRC has only been recently considered as having a possible role in lung cancer [36] [15] . This discovery underlines the value of using a characteristic as opposed to a discriminant rule induction engine.
Level 1 analysis for SORT1
In Figure 3 we noted that SORT1 below a certain threshold associates with below threshold levels of PRPH (Peripherin), FUS, and KCNAB1 in three separate rules.
Pathway analysis of the gene attributes in these rules shows that SORT1 and PRPH (Peripherin) are connected by the Nerve Growth Factor Receptor (NGFR) and a Tyrosine Kinase receptor (TrkA). Sortilin binds to Nerve Growth Factor Receptor and enhances its activity, while TrkA that acts to modulate the activity of NGFR. The interaction of TrkA and peripherin is unknown. Although this pathway has been studied in the context of its importance in neuronal growth and differentiation, these factors have been more recently implicated in the context of cancers in non-neuronal cell types. For example, TrkA has been detected as highly expressed in lung carcinomas. In addition, the nerve growth factor that binds to the receptor modulated by TrkA appears to be highly expressed in several carcinomas, leading to the hypothesis that an interaction between the nerve growth factor and TrkA is directly involved in causing the proliferation of certain types of tumors. [16] [29]
Level 2 Analysis for TMSB4X and Sort1
At level 2 we generate rules with a minimum 70% coverage and 100% accuracy that predict the TMSB4X and Sort 1 threshold conditions. There are 429 such rules (collectively involved 336 unique genes) generated that predict the TMSB4X condition, and 96 such rules (collectively involving 102 unique genes) that predict the Sort1 condition. These rules are too numerous to ascertain pathway distributions and hypothesize a manageable number of interactions or pathways. As we did at level 1 we analyzed these rules for high inter-rule coverage, i.e. the frequency with which any gene is used in the rules. We selected the four most frequently used genes to predict Sort 1 and the four most frequently used genes to predict TMSB4X.
5 Level 2 Analysis for TSMB4X
ARHGDIB, STX4A, P5 and HRB. are the four most frequently used genes in rules that predict TMSB4X1. These were use as input to Metacore along with TMSB4X to generate Figure 7 . TMSB4X and HRB (shown as RIP) are not sufficiently connected to appear in the pathway, emphasizing again that we seem to be discovering pathways operating under a different stimulus from TSMB4X, but acting in concert with it. P5 is also not shown because there are no documented interactions for it in the database. RhoA, cdc42, and rac-1 are known to be involved in signaling machansims that contribute to cancer aggressiveness, and have recently been highlighted as candidates for molecularly targeted therapies in cancer [12] . Protein kinase-C has also been highlighted as a candidate target in treating lung cancer, and an association with lung adenocarcinoma has been specifically noted. [17] 5. 6 Level 2 Analysis for SORT! RPS3, HU-K4, RNF5 and LAMP2. are the four most frequently used genes in rules that predict SORT1. These were use as input to Metacore along with SORT1 to generate Figure 8 . LAMP2 and RPS3 do not appear because there are no documented interactions. HU-K4 is a member of the family of phospholipases (PLD), specifically PLD3. There are no documented interactions for PLD3. We included those for PLD1 and PLD2 as potentially representative. Most interesting to note here is the re-appearance of c-src, a gene we discussed earlier in the context of TMSB4X. c-SRC was fond to be connected to DNM-2, which we included in the level1 networks for TMSB4X because of a common association with FLJ21841 (Nestin) in the rule set in Figure 3 . However, we noted at that time that patients covered by the DNM2 rules (see Figure 4 ) did not always overlap with patients covered by TMSB4X. Therefore, our results indicate that c-src is not connected with TMSB4X, but appears under independent stimulus and is associated with SORT1 and DNM2 rules. Therefore, when we discuss patients that are covered by TMSB4X rules and that are not covered by DNM2 or by SORT1 rules, we should exclude c-src from the hypothesized networks.
Notably RhoA appears again here. It is a signaling molecule that can be used by a number of different networks. in our level2 TMSB4X analysis, RhoA appeared as a singaling molecule in the PKC network. Here, it appears under the stimulus of the c-src network. Thus, it makes an interesting drug target that can be used to treat patients that otherwise appear mutually exclusive with respect to rule coverage.
7 General Discussion of Results
Our discussion of the Brute-BCRI findings has focused on linkages between genes and cancer (for both level 1 and level 2 rules). In contrast, our initial motivation for BCRI was on hypothesizing gene interactions generally. We have not dismissed this original motivation, but it has taken a backseat to the more specific (not contradictory) goal of hypothesizing gene interactions in the context of cancer in the current study.
Our motivation in moving to Brute, a characteristic rule learner, was to introduce more OR nodes in the AND/OR network generated by BCRI. OR nodes are necessary to capture the heterogeneity that appears to underlie epithelial tumors -various molecular pathways can contribute to cancer risk. As expected, Brute seems to find pathways that were obscured when using C4.5's discriminant analysis. However, we need to exclude these Brute-discovered pathways from a similar analysis of low risk patients before we would strongly hypothesize that the Level 1 rules are particularly indicative of high risk. Our current appeal to biological explanation based on prior knowledge supports the links between genes implicated in Level 1 rules and high risksubsequent comparisons to low risk rules would serve as validation.
Generally, a comparison between rules predicting contrast classes (TargetConditions) can be automated so as to identify those rules that are associated with one class over another. Of course, this comparison is already present in a discriminant learner such as C4.5. In addition, in a broad sense a discriminant learner like C4.5 is discriminating -it is limited to finding a few rules, and the goal is to find the best rules. For example, the rules that we examined from Brute did not include certain genes that were implicated by C4.5 (e.g., ELA2, Serpina1) we examined. This discussion suggests that it may be desirable to combine the features of characteristic and discriminative learners, using the former for breadth and the latter for "depth" by using contrast conditions to sharpen the focus of search.
Concluding Remarks
Knowledge discovery from data includes hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing. There is a paucity of formal, (semi-) automated methods for hypothesis generation about gene interactions. Gene expression microarray data, where hindered by the sparse number of samples, may lend itself better to hypothesis generation than prediction model building.
Regardless of the context, the goal of BCRI is to limit hypothesis generation to a manageable set of relationships for expert scrutiny. Experts can then assess the plausibility of rules (uncovering mechanisms) and the utility of rules (discovering clinical applications). We have investigated backward chaining rule induction to postulate governing gene networks in the context of lung cancer survival. BCRI can be applied in other domains as well, by initiating the process with different top level goals/classes.
Thus far, our contributions are (1) the definition of the BCRI task abstraction, (2) the implementation of two BCRI prototypes, (3) illustrations of hypothesis generation and data exploration with BCRI in the domain of cancer prognosis. An evaluation of the rules discovered suggests that conditioning the space of associations that is searched on some meaningful, overriding task/classification may better yield a rule set that is densely-populated with mechanistically plausible rules. Our wrapper prototypes of BCRI are not optimal from a time-cost standpoint. Future work will look at other rule discovery systems as the core of BCRI, as well as more tightly couple the wrapper and core method to improve efficiency.
We can also use this mapping to bias induction [9] [23] and supplement or revise, as needed, existing knowledge from induced knowledge [19] in a "systems biology" approach. To this effect, we have recently completed work using an iterative approach that uses the networks learned from BCRI combined with existing knowledge to discover modifiers to known signaling networks that qualify their relevance to outcome in lung cancer patients [11] . This approach could be especially effective in understanding the effectiveness of molecularly targeted therapies for lung cancer.
We will evaluate BCRI using other criteria. We realize that BCRI's search through rule space will miss many associations. However, our goal is not to discover all the plausible rules that govern gene interactions, but to reduce them to a manageable number that is enriched for relevance to survival. Thus. we expect to have a high density of relevant rules using BCRI. One relevant comparison is against unsupervised association rule learners [18] in terms of the number of rules learned, and the density of "interesting" rules, though this latter criterion may be difficult to formalize in a comparative study.
We are also interested in comparing prediction accuracy of the rule network learned by BCRI against standard rule induction engines. To exploit the inference procedures of rule-based expert systems will require that we modify BCRI to produce rules that incorporate uncertainty (e.g., variance in antecedent thresholds, variance around accuracy point estimates of rules). Recent work by Waitman et al [33] provides guidance on how this can be done. Waitman et al [34] also show how similarity between rules can be computed, and rules can be visualized in terms of this similarity metric using multidimensional scaling. The identification of clusters in this visualization may provide additional information to filter rules for expert scrutiny.
In summary, the inference possibilities of a rule network constructed through backward-chaining rule induction are intriguing. We emphasize that it is not our goal in this paper to evaluate the accuracy of BCRI-induced rule networks for predicting clinical outcome. Rather, our primary goal is a limited, focused exploration of the associations between variables. Hypothesis generation in high density data with an effectively infinite number of combinations to examine requires an automated, computer tool for searching the plethora of possible interactions, and presenting selected possibilities (e.g., selected by heuristics involving accuracy and coverage, and heuristics relating to top-level outcomes of interest) to an expert analyst for comment and scrutiny.
Finally, the primary direction of future research is develop theories about productive hypothesis generation in the context of an interactive exploratory system, and use these theories to further inform semi-automation of theory development. Our exploration of hypothesis generation in cancer domains will help formalize the interactions between the various tools that are used in the current interactive Brute-BCRI approach. These tools include data and rule clustering and visualization. Each of these tools informs analyst decisions on backward chaining choices, but the current strategies are ad hoc. We want to formalize the strategies that are helpful in inductive exploration and consultation so as to inform a semi-automated approach to data exploration, hypothesis generation, and consulting prior knowledge.
